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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

.. ...." .
, , ',.. ' .... .. ... .., ..

. '"
, . .' .. ', ~ ~ .

:.,' .. ., ,.,,:.., :.....,

knowledge, or deficiency therein, may prove an insuperable

I. THE PROBLEM

obstacle to the imparting of information. In our high

schools of today, inadequate vocabulary on the part of the

students seems to be one of the most common obstacles to

competent teaching. This statement scarcely needs illustra

tion, since anyone who has tried to teach present-day youth

must have been impressed by the difficulty of wording one's

Word knowledge is basic in education; a lack of such

explanations so that each child in the classroom may give

teacher is doubled, since he must not only arrange his les

son plan as to subject matter, but also think out carefully

the wording of his presentation so that the full import of

the matter may be comprehended.

full attention to the sUbject matter. The work of the

. .
encing vocabulary. The most logical way to approach the

Purpos~ of ~ ~~ud~. The purpose of the present

study was to investigate causes of sparse vocabulary, so

that remedies might be suggested. In order to reach this

end, it was necessary to study some of the factors influ-
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problem seemed to be to obtain actual size of vocabularies

by testing, at the same time getting other information about

the individuals tested, so that such data might be collated,

and conclusions reached.

~actor~ involved. The factors chosen for stUdy in

the present instance were: intelligence, average school

grades, courses pursued, bilingual background, and occupation

of parents. In general, by the use in testing of differently

located schools, an endeavor was made to show the influence

of environment on the size of onels vocabUlary.

Thesis. The vocabularies of high school students are

related to intelligence, average school grades, courses

pursued, bilingual background, occupation of parents, and

general environment.

II. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

Proce~. The report gives in Chapter II a review

of previous stUdies which are related to the present one.

Chapter III gives a detailed account of the method of pro

cedure, including the formation of the test, the determina

tion·ot its reliability and validity, the administration of

.the test; a brief desoription of the sohools tested, together

·Yiththe reasons for the choice of those particular schools.
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~~Eort ~f fin~!ngs. Chapter IV commences the report

of the findings, giving in detail the average vocabulary for

various grade levels as compared with those obtained in other

studies, as well as those obtained in each of the four

schools tested in this study. It shows, also, apparent vocabu

lary increase from year to year during the four years of high

school. Chapter V continues the report of findings, giving

the relation found between vocabulary and intelligence and

between vocabulary and average school grades, as found by .

partial correlation. It gives, furthermore, the relation

found between vocabulary and courses pursued, between vocabu

lary and bilingual background, and between vocabulary and

parental vocation. Chapter VI summarizes the findings

briefly, and gives suggestions for further study, as well as

recommendations derived from the information obtained in the

course.of the investigation.

III. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Mean vocabularies at the various age levels agree with

those of other investigators. However, no such agreement was

found in the correlation of intelligence and vocabulary, which

was lower in this than in other studies. The correlation of

average grades and vocabulary was not significantly high, and

does not indicate vital relationship between the two. In the



study of oourses pursued, the language students had highest

vooabulary scores, and the commercial students the lowest.

Foreign language spoken in the home, however, seems to be

detrimental to word knowledge. Parental occupation was

another faotor which apparently influences vooabulary. l~e

children of exeoutives and professional men had the largest

vooabulary, those of domestic and personal servioe workers,

the smallest.

4



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RELATED STUDIES

Vocabulary studies have assumed a variety of forms.

There have been counts to determine the number of words used

by certain individuals, some of which have been the actual

recording of the vocabulary as spoken; others, the count of

words used in written discourse. .Many studies have sought to

determine the size of individual vocabulary by means of tests

which have been of different types. Another form of investi

gation had for its aim the ascertaining of the relationship

between vocabulary and other abilities and factors. -Xet

another type has dealt with methods of enlarging the vocabu-

lary.

I. TYPES OF VOCABULARY TESTS

~ counts. The size of the vocabularies of individu

als has been estimated by a variety of testing methods. The

most direct is that of word counts, either of written material

or of oral discourse. The former was employed by Ashbaughl in

a study of the adj ectives used by high school students. 1'he

--1 . --
- E. J. Ashbaugh, "Adjectives used by High School

Students,1l Jt!duca:.:tiona1. Researc~ BUlletin, 8:273-75, September,
~929. , ~ . _ _ _ _
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data were gathered from letters written by students of senior

and junior high school, and sent through the mail to their

friends.

Warning2 used similar technique in studying the word

usage of adults. She analyzed 2,350 letters of adults col

lected from all parts of the world.
3 4

O'Brien and Brandenburg scanned the written composi-

tions of pupils to gain evidence of ability in word usage and

knowledge.

Dolch5 and Gray,6 in two separate summaries of word

studies, reported that the majority of the investigations

were concerned with word counts. Many were counts and

evaluations of vocabularies used in texts and other books

related to subject matter.

"2 W. C. Warning, "An Investigation of the word Usage
of Adults in Written Correspondence~" (unpublished Master's
thesis, University of Chicago, 1925), pp. iv-146.

3 F. P. O'Brien, "The Vocabulary of High School Pupils
in Written Composition," Journal of Educational Research,

: 344-350, May, 1925. - -- -- -
4 .'

G. C. Brandenburg, APsychological Aspects of
Language," Journal 2f Educational Psych0!.Q&, 9:312-321.

5 E. W. Dolch, "Combined Word Studies," Journal 2f
~ucational Research, 17:11-19, January, 1928.

:,.,.,'. '6 w. S. Gray, "Summary of Reading Investigations,"
Journal of Educational Research, 26:401-24, February, 1933.- - -- -,-----

(
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7Bonser, Burch and Turner used the stenographic

reports of twenty-five lessons given on different days to

discover the extent of vocabulary. This was checked by a

test of permanence of vocabulary near the close of the year.

The test consisted of blanks to be filled in by twenty-eight

words chosen at random from the stenographic reports.

Another type of word count is that involved in word

bUilding as suggested by Whipple8 and used by uarrison and

Thomas 9 in connection with rhyming.

Qefinition. A group of investigators have used

definition as a basis for testing. DoranlO required oral or

written definitions of pages of words from the dictionary.

7
F. G. Bonser, L. H. Burch, and M. R. Turner,

"Vocabulary Tests as Measures of School Efficiency," School
!!!£ §.£ciet~,2:714, November, 1915.

8G• M. Whipple, Manua~ of Mental and Physical ~~
(Baltimore: Warwick and York, 1910). 534 pp.

. . 9K• C. Garrison and Mabel Thona s , "A Study of Some
Literature Appreciation Abilities as They Relate to Certain
Vocabulary Abilities," Journal of Educational Research,
22:395-99, December, 19~~~ ~~-- .-

10 E. W. Doran, "A Study of Vocabularies, II Pedagogical
Semina~, l4:40l~38,December, 1907.
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Kirkpatrick11 used a printed word list which he required th'e

pupils to mark, -, --, or ? as an indication of knowledge,

lack of knowledge, or doubt. This he followed up with a

list of twenty of the same words for definition. His study

included about two thousand cases. Neher,12 too, used

definitions in his study of the vocabularies of 105 high

school students.

Use in sente~. Brandenburg13 held that the best

test of knowledge of a word is the ability to use it. He

selected two hundred words from the Webster Academic Dic-

!!onary, arranged them in order of difficulty, and required

that they be used in sentences.

Jones14 reported a study of the vocabularies of chil

dren in a foreign industrial community. She administered 562

oral individual tests, the Stanford revision of the Simon

Binet test, in which words were to be used in sentences.

11 E. A. Kirkpatrick, "A Vocabulary Test," Popular
~~ienee.MonthU, 70:157-64, February, 1907.

12H.L. Neher, "Measuring Vocabulary of High School
S'tudents, "School !!!£ Societ;y:, 8 :355-59 , September, 1918.

1,3 Brandertbu.rg, .2ll ...91b.

14 Alice M. Jones, "A Vocabulary Study of Children in
a Foreign ~ndustria1.Community,"Ps;y:ch9.;L£8.!~C1inic,17:
~3-21 ,Ma.roh, .~928. . .. .
I.":, . , .... ',' '".' ,\,. "';



vocabulary of the individual.

recognition of meaning.

type of test. This type of test evaluates the recognition

and sentence-completion type of

Most investigators studied, namely,
19 20

Davis and Schrammel, O'Rourke,

Inglis22 have used a multiple-choice

The multiple-choice

test was used by Carr. 16

Thorndike,17 JohnSon,18

Nelson and Denny,2l and

,22 AlexandeI',Inglis, "The Inglis Tests of English V~cab
ulary," FO:rmA, (Boston: Ginn. and Company, 1924.)

9

. t . P d' 15 i th' .'Reoo~2_2on tests. resseyan Moore, n e~r In-

vestigation of the growth of mathematical vocabulary through

high school, did not require formal definition, but only the

15
L. C. Pressey and W. S. Moore, "The Growth of

Mathematical Vocabulary from the Third Grade through High
School," Scho~Revievr, 15 :449-54, June, 1932.

16 W. L. Carr, "Carr's English Vocabulary Test," 1921.

17 E. L. Thorndike, "Thorndike Test of Word Knowledge,"
Forms A, B, C, D. Teachers.College, Columbia University.

18 M. A.Johnson, "Estimating the Reading Recognition
Vocabulary," California Quarterl~ £t Seconda~~ducation,
7:173-77, January, 1932. , ,

19 Vera Davis and H. E. Schrammel, "Vocabulary Test,"
Emporia, Kansas: Kansas State Teachers College, 1936.

" ..~.,20 1... J.' O"Rourke, "Surve; Test of Vocabulary, II Forms
:X 'amY, Washington, D. C.: The Psychological Institute.

21 'M. J. Nelson and E. C. Denny, "Nelson-Denny Reading
".Test,'" FormA. Cedar Falls, Iowa: Iowa State Teachers College.
('I
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,

Symonds23 stressed the difference between recognition

and recall vocabularies. His data are based on the Thorndike

word list. He found the recall vocabulary about one third of

the recognition vocabulary for the group tested. For measure-

ment of exactly what learning has taken place rather than to

obtain a measure of learning, he says recall tests of any

nature are preferable to recognition tests. Stalnaker24

found the recognition and recall tests to be of about equal

validity.

Johnson25 presents the results of a preliminary study

~ among high school pupils to determine the relative sizes of

their meaning vocabulary when words are encountered in con-

text, and of their definitional-recognition vocabulary. The

device used was to compare the number of words not known

in the text with the number whose meanings were identified

in a fi.ve-word-choice vocabulary test. The data secured

indicated that 'the reading vocabulary is about 11 per cent

'23'
P. M. Symonds, "Size of Recognition and Recall Vo-

cabularies," Schoo! ~ §..2£iety, 24:559-60, October, 1926,
a~d ,llTesting Prognosis for the High .School, 11 §.chool Review,
40:97~108, Fe'Qruary, 1932.

24 J ~ M. Staln'aker, IIRecogni tion and Recall in a
Vocabulary, T~st, "Pedagogic~ §.!!!!!narl ~ Jo~! 2!
~enetic Pislch.Q.!ogl, 46:463.64, .. June,1935.

"25j~h~sori, ~"~it.
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greater than the definition vocabulary. Gray,26 who reports

this study, says that this finding can be accepted only ten

tatively owing to the nature of the tests used. OlConnor 27

found in his recent study at stevens Institute ~hat a large

percentage of the errors in the administering of the Inglis

test was the choice of an opposite in place of a synonym.

This may be an indication that the use Keys28 made of an

opposi tes test in his measure of English a ttainment among

the Chinese is worthy of further study, and of application

to native vecabulary investigations.

mluation of various·m~ £f tests. Kelley29 made

an experimental evaluation of four types of word-meaning

tests. He concluded that the multiple-choice and matching

columns tests appear to be the best techniques with no real

26 W. S. Gray, "Summary of Reading Investigations,"
Journal of Educ~~ioB§l Research, 26:401-24, February, 1933.

27 Johnson otConnor, "Vocabularyand Success,"
~lantic M&nthlX, 153:160-66, February, 1934.

28 James Noel Keys, "The Development of an Opposites
Vocabulary Test as a Measure of English Attainment in Chinese.
Middle Schools," (unpublished .Master's thesis, university of
Chicago, 1921}, 63 pp.

29 V. H. Kelley, "An Experimental Study of Certain
:rechniques for Testing Word Meanings, It Journal of Educati0lli!:!
Research, 27:277-82, December, 1933.
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difference existing between the two. He said further that

the differences that have existed in the findings of various

authors as to vocabularies for different grade and age levels

are possibly the results of differences in the technique

used for measuring word knowledge.

Terman30 gives elaborate directions for vocabulary

testing in his Intelligen£~ of School Children. He states

that as a result of experimentation he has found that one

hundred 'words selected according to some arbitrary rUle will

be a large enough sampling to afford a fairly reliable index

of a sUbject's entire vocabulary.

In the study by ~lorndike and Symonds3l of the diffi-

cUlty, reliability, and grade achievements in a test of

Eng~ish vocabulary, the construction and administration of

such a test was discussed thoroughly.

II. SIZE OF VOCABULARY AT DIFFERENT LEVELS

The mean vocabulary of high school students at the

various grade levels has been reported by Brandenburg,32

. 30L.M. Terman, Intellige~ 2!. School Child~
(New York; Houghton Mifflin Company, 19l9),pp. 308~12.

31 E• L. Thorndike and P. M. Symonds, "Difficul ty,
'Reliability,. 'and Grade Achievements in a Test of English Vo
cabulary," Teachers Colle~!! Rec0t:..9:, 24:438-45, November, 1923.

32 Bra~denburg, ~ ill. •
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33 34 35 36

Doran, Kirkpatrick, Symonds, and O'Rourke. Davis

and Schrammel,37 in a similar study, reported their data in

the form of percentile rank as to score. Terman's38 inves-

tigation in this field resulted in means based on chrono-

logical age.

III,•. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOCABULARY AND 01'HER FACTORS

Vocabulary and intelligence have been compared in the
39 _ 40 41

studies of Terman, Schwesinger, Dickinson, Leavell and

-------,---
33

Doran, ~ ill.
34

Kirkpatrick, ~ cii.
35

Symonds, 2:£.:. ill.
36

O'Rourke, 22.:. £!1.
37

Davis and Schrammel, .2:2.!. .£U.
'38

Terman, 2.2.!. m.
39

Lewis M. Terman, "Vocabulary Test as a Measure of
Intelligence," ~!m1 of ~cati~! P.!ychologz, 9:452-66,
actoper, 1918. '. . '. . . ..'

'40 Gladys C. Schwesinger, liThe Significance of Vo
cabulary in the Interview," PsXchologicalCliniQ, 19:123-30,
1930-3.1. . . . ' . .

'. 41' Charles E. Dickinson, "A Study of the Relation of
Reading Ability to Scholastic Ach;evement," Sch0Q.l Rev~,
33:616-29, October, 1925.
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42 43 . 44Hollister, Richardson, Garrison and B1vens, and

Peele. 45

Closely related investigations are those which dealt

with achievements related to vocabulary. Certain standard

test scores and semester marks of high school students have

been studied by Ludlow46 in connection with vocabulary.

Lester47 studied vocabulary ability as indicative of other
abilities. O'Connor's4~ work dealt with vocabulary and success.

--,---,----
42 u. W. Leavell and G. E. Hollister, "Social Studies

Vocabulary Difficul ties in the Upper Grades," ~.Q.~ ~_
~ of ~~ii£a, 12:287-93, May, 1935.

43 iI. E. Richardson, liThe Relat ion of Success in
Reading to Two Types of General Ability, II (unpublished
Master's thesis, University of Chicago, 1933), 89 pp.

44 K. C. Garrison and Curtis Bivens, "Correlations
:Between Various Engl ish Abilities and Intelligence," ~bodZ
l2~al £! EducatiQll, 9:77-79, September, 1931.

45 Rennie Peele, "An Experiment in the use of Language
by the, High School Student, 11 (unpubli shed .Master's thesis,
Harvard University, 1925).

. 46 William G. LUdlow, liThe Correlation of Certain
Standa~dized Test Scores and Semester Marks of High School
Pupils," (unpublished Master's thesis, university of Chicago,
1929).

47 J. A. Lester, "Spelling Ability and Meaning Vocabu
lary as Indications of. Other Abilities, n Journal of Educa
ll2!!!l;. Psycholos;r', 16:175-81, March, .1925:--- -

.. 48 0 iConnor , ..2.i!.:. ill.
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School sUbjects, such as English, manual training,

oral expression, average school grades, and general environ-

ment were studied in connection with vocabulary by Branden
. 49

burg.

n o k" 50 h 51. d S h 52" t" t d th19 1nson, Ne er, an 0 n 1nves 19a e e

relationship existing between reading and vocabulary. The

first-named studied vocabulary only inoidentally in connec

tion with other reading abilities. He worked with ninth-

grade pupils. Neher used high school pupils, and studied

not only the relation between the amount of reading and

extent of vocabulary, but also the relationships existing

between grammar school training and volibabulary, sex and vo

cabulary, age and vocabulary, classification and vocabulary,

and the correlation between vocabulary and average school

grades. Sohn studied the amount of reading and other fao~ors,

but wor~ed only with pupils of fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.

_._._-------
49 Brandenburg, ~ £!!.

50 Dickinson, ~ £!!.

51 Neher, ~ ill.

.52 Clara Elizabeth Sohn, itA Comparison of Vocabulary
Ratings and Amount of Reading, 11 (unpublished lViaster's thesis,
University of Chicago, 1931),· 70. pp.
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Garrison and Thomas 53 investigated the relationship between

vooabularyand literature appreciation abilities.

The influence of the study of Latin on vocabulary was

reported by Perkins,54 Sage,55 and by Thorndike and Ruger. 56

Foreign parentage as a factor in vocabulary was the
sUbject matter of studies by Bere57 and Jones. 58 More defi
nitely in the field of bilingualism were investigations by
Andrews,59 Colvin and Allen,60 Fritz and Rankin,61 Hoff-

53 K. C. Garrison and Mabel Thomas, IlA Study of Some
Literature Appreciation Abilities as They Relate to Certain
Vocabulary Abilities," Journal 2f. Educat:h2.~! ~~a.!.ch1. 22:
395-99, December, 1930., , ,

54A• S. Perkins, "Measurement of Effect of .Latin on
English Vocabulary of High School Students in Commercial
Courses," E4ucati~ Review, 52:501-6, December, 1916.

55 E~T. Sage, tiResu1ts of Word-Analysis Test,"
Classi~! Iqurna1, 17:218-24, January, 1922.

56 E. L. Thorndike and G. J. Ruger, liThe Gains Made
in English by Pupils Who Study Latin and by Pupils Who Do"
Not," Soh221 ,2Q~ Societx, 18:360,

, ,.57 14. Bere, ! Q2mI!arative Stud;y .Qf the JllIent~l Capaci
!l 2t Chi1dr~ £! Foreign~!~entaB!{TeachersCollege Con
tributionstoEducation, ,No. 154. New York: Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1924), 105 pp.

58 '
, Jones,'~ oit.

59 F.E•.And r'ews, liThe Handicap of a Limited Vooabu
lary," Chi£.ago, qql!ool Journa~, 11 :128-30, December, 1928.

, " 60 S.~. Cqlv.1n "and R~ D. Allen, IlM!=ln:!ia!, T~s~~ and'
Linguistic Ability," .J.Q.!!!:ml:.Qf Education~ PSlc!J.0logy,
14 :1-20, J'atluary, 1923., •.
'.: 61'R. A. Fr'itzamdN.R. Rankin, ~nTheEng1ishHandi-
capo! Junior High-School Pupils from Foreign Speaking Homes,
and Remedial Suggestions," Journal of Educational Research,
27 :412-2,1, February, 1934. • - - -
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62 63 64 65man, Ladd, Terman, andVerheyen.

IV. IMPROVEMENT OF VOCABULARY

Remedial work in vocabulary bUilding forms the sub-

ject matter of yet another group of studies. 1n his Summarl

2f Reading ~estigation!, Gray66 cites but two, those of

Haefner67 and Eurich. 68 liThe Increasing of English Vocabu

lary in the English Class" is the title of a contribution by

-62 ...
Moses N. H. Hoffman, The Measurement of !!ilin&!§!:!.

Background (Teachers College Contributions to Education,
No. 623. New York: Teachers College, Columbia university,
1934 ), 75 pp.

63.il11.. R. Ladd, ~ ~ill.Q!1 .Q!. Social, Economic, ~
~rsonality ~acteris!!£~12 Reading Abilitl tTeachers
College Contributions to Education, No. 582. New York:
Teachers College, Columbia university, 1933). 100 pp.

64Lewis M. Terman, "Vocabulary Test as a Measure of
Intelligence," ~nal g:£ Educational Psychologl, 9 :452-66,
October, 1918.

65verheyen, "Le Bi1inguisme et l'Education" (Gen~ve:
Bureau International d'Education, 1928), 184 pp. Cited by
Moses N. H. Hoffman, ~ ill.

66G °tray, .2~ £:L.
67 . -

Ralph Haefner, "Casual Learning of word Meanings,"
Journal £! Educational Research, 25:267-77, April-MaY, 1932.

68Alvin c. Eurich, IIEnl~rgi~ the Vocabularies of
College Freshmen," Eng!!!h lournal (College), 21:135-41,
February, 1932.
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Symonds and Penney;69 Krouse?O and McMillin?l are the

authors of other studies with this same end in view.

----,----_._---
69 P. M. Symonds and E. M. Penney, liThe Increasing of

English Voqabulary in the English Class," JourQ~~ 2! Educa
ti£n~ g~search, 15:93-103, February, 192?

70 1... G. Krouse, "Diagnosis of Reading, Vocabulary,
and Grammar Difficulties of Ninth Grade English Students and
Remedial Measures U.sed to Overcome Them," (p.npublished
Master's thesis, Northwestern University, 1934), 130 pp.

71 Martha P. McMillin, "Building the Vocabulary, II

~21i£ ~2! Journal, 36:126-28, May, 1936.
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CHAP TER I I I

, ." ..,

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

I. CHOICE OF TESTING MATERIAL

!~ 2t !~!. Pr.evious investigators have found.the

matching-columns and multiple-choice tests to have the

highest validity in voca.bulary studies. The former was

chosen for this study for two reasons. The first is the

Consideration of the matter presented in Chapter II

led to the choice of the matching-column type of test for

the present investigation. Such a test was constructed from

words chosen at random from Webster'~ 2econdar~ ~2b

~i£!ion~!;y:. Both this dictionary and Thornd~~ ~2t g£

tionau were used in forming the definitions. l'he test was

given in two public and two private high schools in different

localities and with different types of pupils.

·c

!£;y: was used for choice of words in preference to the Colle-
, ~. "': ':':
•• :~",1, ••

difficulty of finding five comparable alternates in the case

of .themul tiple choie e; the second is the fact that the

recognition of a simple definition is usually a more accu

'rate,. index of knowledge than the recognition of a synonym.
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&!~te edition or ~ndiket~ Junior Dicti£llarl because it was-
considered more suitable to the group under study.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF TEST

Selection of words. To make up one hundred words for

testing, the last word of every eighth page of Webster's

~econdarz School DictiQgarl was included. ~ater it was

deemed advisable to include also words from the dictionary of

proper names in the back of the book, so a sampling of these

was added. Because the dictionary contains many words that

are commonly known even by the most uneducated, all words

found in the first five thousand in Thorndike's Word List were

omitted from testing. All first year students of normal men

tality would certainly be able to recognize and define these

words. Their elimination made possible a larger sampling.'

To allow for this omission, each student taking the test was

credited at the start with knowledge of five thousand words.

After striking out the words found in Thorndike's first five

thousand,· substitutions were made to bring the list up to

(me h1.uidredagain. In the. second sampling the word above

the last on the page was Used if the last were included in

those to be eliminated.

In the selection of words, .. as in the word count which

'gave 'an estimated total· 'of the words inoluded in the diction

~.ry, the fol:J,Qwing simple. rules ,were followed. Root words
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were used -- for instance, zodiac in place of zodiacal, in

the assumption that a knowledge of the root would presuppose

a knowledge of words derived therefrom. Proper nouns were

included, and used in preference to adjective derivatives.

Foreign words found in the dictionary proper were included.

Hyphenated words were omitted.

¥rangemen~ of~.§...:. After the words had been

selected according to the rules given above, they were

ranked in order of difficulty aocording to the 1"'horndike

Word List. They were then divided into five groups, each

commencing with the simplest (Thorndike's sixth thousand),

and ending with the most difficult words, those not in

cluded in his list of the most common words. while there was

an effort made to have all groups of about equal difficulty,

SUbsequent testing showed, a variation, and in the final form,

the easiest gr~up was placed first, the most difficult, last.

D~fini!12~· Definitions were formulated with the help
, ,

of Thorndi~~ Juni2£ ~lli!!E:Z and Webster's ~~l

§~hool ~iona~l. The object was to make the definitions as
'. ,

simple as possible, so that the subject would be tested on

the words selected for testing, and not on those included in

the definition. When a word had more than one meaning, two or

·more definitions were given. Twenty-three definitions were

given for eaoh group of twenty words in order to reduce guess-
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work.

Scorin~. The number of words in the ~nd~El School

Dictionary was computed to be 32,235. Five thousand was

subtracted ffom this total, giving 27,235. One hundredth of

this number multiplied by the number of words correctly de

fined lthe score) plus 5,000 gave the approximate vocabulary,

in number of words, of the one being tested.

Questionnai!~. The first page of the test lAppendix)

was arranged as a brief questionnaire, to give the informa

tion required for the study.

III. 'RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF TEST

ReliabilitI· A and B forms of the test were prepared

and administered to classes at St. Mary-of-the-Woods College

(freshmen group) and Indiana State Teachers College (Educa

tion 22i). The grades of fifty-nine students on these two

forms were correlated by the rank differences method. The

coefficient of correlation was .862. Since the grades were

slightly lower o~ the· B than on the A fprm, form B was chosen

for the study. Ch;a.ncE:) halves oft est B correlated by rank

differenc~s gave a coefficient of correlation of .895.

However, an error was introduced 1n the dividing of each single

score into two parts. When this was corrected by the Spearman...

BrOwn formula., the coefficient became .945.
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The coefficients of correlation of the two forms and

of the chance halves were sufficiently high to warrant the

acceptance of the test as a reliable one.

Validitl· The validity of the test was indicated by

the correlation of scores af a vocabulary test by Davis and

Schrammel
l

with those obtained on form B by thirty-four

fourth year high school students. A coefficient of .742

was obtained by the Pearson product moment formula. This

may not be of much significance since the Davis and Schram-

mel test itself is unstandardized.

Both the reliability and the validity of the test were

enhanced by the omission of the easiest five thousand words.

A larger sampling was thus permitted and the too simple items

were eliminated. The absolute objectivity of scoring and the

lack of a time limit were other favorable factors.

IV. ADMIIHSTRATION

The test was given at four high schools in different

parts of ,Chicago, and, enrolling different types of pupils.

Students of the four years of high school were tested in the

fall, so that their standing was approximately that of eighth

;':.; ,.",1 Vers,·Da:visand H. E. Schrammelj "VocabUlary Test,"
Emporia, Kansas: Kansas State Teachers College, 1936.,
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tical arts.

and girls of first, second, and third year.

IQ,'s and average grades, .

grade, first, second, and third year. The fourth year group,

where possible, was retested in May, and the scores then

Technical High School. This public school for boys only

reaches a cOEmopolitan group who are interested in the prac-

The John Marshall High School is a large pUblic high

school in a neighborhood peopled mainly by the foreign-born~

Three hundred eighteen tests were administered to the boys

Classed as fourth year.

Three hundred twenty-six tests were given at Lane

Providence High School, in the same Vicinity as

Marshall, is a private school for girls drawing not only from

the immediate neighborhood, but also from the entire city,

a student body in moderate circumstances. One thousand two-

hundred ~hree tests were given here at the five levels. Be-

cause. of the facili tyof access to records, this school was

chosen for intensive research as regards IQ, and average grades

in connection with vocabulary.

Marywood School is a small private school in a resi

dential suburb of Chicago, attended by girls from homes which,

in the main, seem to offer a more CUltural background than any

of the other schools tested. One hundred seventy-six tests

were administered at the five levels.

were available here as at PrOVidence High School.



CHAPTER IV

MEAN VOCABULARY

The findings of the present study naturally divide

themselves into two groups. The first, concerned with mean

vocabulary, forms the sUbject matter of the present chapter.

The second, concerned with specific factors studied in refer

ence to their influence on vocabulary, will be discussed in

Chapter V.

I. DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES

The scores obtained by 2,023 students in the four

schools studied are shown graphically in Figure 1. The mean

for the group is 37.69. The curve produced by these scores

does not present the normal appearance which might be ex-

pected from so large a group. The reason for the skewness is

probably the elimination of the easiest five thousand words.

It was assumed that first year pupils of normal mentality

would know these words. However, the records of one school

show 122 pupils with I~'s lower than ninety. These cannot

be said to have normal mentality, nor, consequently, the

knowledge of the words with which they were credited., .

Then, too, 272 pupils made scores lower than twenty.

It is exceedingly doubtful that these children know the words
i
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FIGURE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF VOCABULARY SCORES OF 2,023 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
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eliminated from the test.

These two factors, then, -- the inclusion of students

of low mentality, and the presence of very low scores, __

have made the test less valid for the lower group. Inclusion

of the words omitted would have produced a more normal curve,

though a less adequate testing of the upper level. lhat the

error introduced is not a flagrant one, seems indicated by

the comparison of the results of this study with those of

other investigators.

II. :MEAN SCORES

The mean scores of the students of the four high

schools tested are given in Table I. It will be noted that,

with the exception of 2B, in each year the relative position

of the schools is the same.

If general environment is a factor in word knowledge,

then anyone knowing the situations in the four schools would

expect to find Mar~od leading the group at each level.

The school is, as has been stated before, a small private

Catholic school for girls located in a residential sUburb,

and drawing its student body from the so-called upper classes.

The homes· of the majority of the pupils offer exceptional

eultural advantages. It is to be noted that even at entranee

·irito sehool the vo?abularies of its students are sufficiently
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TABIJl: I

VOCABULARY SCORES OF STUDENTS OF FOUR
HIGH SCHOOLS=-= ==-= .. ! I I ::::&:::::a::==: -= =":-"_=a===== =====School Year Number of Mean S.E. True score

cases score will lie
2,023 between

Marywood1 IE 40 37.63 2.17 31.12~44.14
Providence2 m 271 27.92 .68 25.89-29.95
Lane 3 . m 69 24.67 1.32 20.71-28.63
Marshal1 4 IB 117 22.73 1.16 19.25-26.21

Composi te IB 497 27.07 .53 25.48-28.66

.Marywood 2B 30 43.65 2.57 35.94-51.36
Providence 2B 264 35.85 .94 33.03-38.67
Lane 2B 35 36.21 2.52 28.65-43.77
Marshall 2B 90 23,45 .94 20.63-26.27

Composi te 2B 419 32.78 .74 30.56-35.00

.M.arywood 3B 35 50.79 2.53 43.20-58.38
Providence 3B 254 39.31 .96 36.43-42.19
La,ne 3B 88 38.49 1.51 33.94-43.00
Marshall 3B 14# 28.93 2.59 21.16-36.70

Composite 3B 391 39.75 .78 35.46-40.14

IIllarywood 4B 36 54.44 2.06 48.26-60.62
Providence 4B 211 48.84 1.10 45.54-52.-14
Lane 4B 46 36.52 2.00 30.52-42.52
Marshal;!. 4B 97 43.63 1.62 38.77-48.49

Composite 4B 390 47.32 .81 44.89-49.75

Marywood 4A 35 65.36 2.20 58.76-71.96
Providence 4A 203 57.03 1.19 53.46-60.60
Lane 4~ 88 45.34 1.42 41.08-49.60

Compos! te
1

Marl!!ooq- private school for girls, situated in a residential'
2 -. - . suburb
. Providence- central Catholic high school, attended by a city
3': - . -wide group of girls in moderate circumstances I

~- technical high school, attended by a cosmopolitan group
- . of boys

4John Marshall- pUblic coeducational high school in the same
. neighborhood as Providence

_l..to=2-:_L_ma:a=liCl==a.:i:::llfi6::r=o=~=E....==f=o=r=!=!g=enii:i:::eL=:a=il:1iii"Z=r.a=t=:ii:0=n==-==-===__============-=a
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large to give a score almost ten points higher than that of

entering students at any of the other schools tested.

III. COMPARISON OF MEANS

lne differences between the s cores of the schools at

the various levels are brought out more clearly in Table II

and in Figure 2. The chances in a hundred of a true differ-

ence of scores being present is shown in the last column of

Table II. This would seem to indicate a superiority of

vocabulary at Marywood in practically all cases.

with the exoeption of 2B, Providence seems to main-

t~in a higher v.ooabulary score than ei ther of the pUblic

schools tested. A more seleot group may be the reason a1-

1eged, or, since the difference is greater in the upper years

than in the first, superior vocabulary instruction may be the

cause.

The higher vocabulary scores at Lane than at Marshall

at all levels except 4B was surprising, since one might ex-

pect a larger vocabulary at a general than at a specialized

high sohoo1. It may be that superiority in intelligence and

general ,information led the students to early vocational

ohoice and attendance at a technical high school.
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.-==-======-=-=-=-=- =-=======--==--==--==---:-:---

100
100
100
100

98
86

100
98
99.7

100
54

100

100
100
100
100

67
100

100
100
98.9
99.5

100
99.7

100
100
100

Chances in
100 of true
dif~!!E.~_

S .E.

2.46
2.54
2.27
1.34
1.49
1.76

2.74
3.60
2.74
1.33
2.79
2.69

3.62
2.95
2.71
2.76
1.79
3.00

2.62
2.87
2.35
1.97
2.30
2.87

2.62
2.50
1.86

14.89
12.95

9.70
5.19
3.25
1.94

20.21
7.44
7.80

12.41
.36

12.77

21.86
12.32
11.48
10.38

.88
9.54

10.81
17.92

5.61
5.21

12.31
7.11

20.02
8.33

11.69

Real
difference

3B
3B
3B
3B
3B
3B

4B
4B
4B
4B
4B
4B

4A
4~
4A

Marywood-Marshal1 2B
lidarywo ad - La n e 2B
~arywood-Providence 2B
Providenc e-Marshall 2B
lane-Providence 2B
Lane-Marshall 2B

-------
Marywood-Marshall lB
Marywood-Lane lB
Marywood-Providence LB
Providence-Marshall lB
Providence-Lane LB
Lane-Marshall LB

Schools Year

TABLE II

CO:MPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS FOR VOCABULARY SCORES
OF FOUR HIGH SCHOOLS AT VARIOUS GRADE LEVELS

Marywood-Marshall
Marywood-Lane
Marywood-Providence
Providence-Marshall
Providence-Lane
Lane-Marshall

School of higher score placed first

Marywood-Marshall
Marywood-La.ne
Marywood-Providence
Providence-Marshall
Providence-Lane
Lane-.Marsha11

.lIIlarywood-Lane
Marywood-Providence
Pro videnc e-Lane
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MARYVIOOD PROVIDENCE
Grade Grade

IB 1B

2B 2B

3B 3B

4B 4B

4A 4A
10 ro 30 40 50 60 70 10· 20 30 40 50 60 70

Scores Scores

LANE MARSHALL
Grade Grade

1B 1B

2B 2B

3B 3B

/
4B 4B

4A
10 ro 30 40 50 60 70 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Scores Scores

COMPOSITE SCORE
Grade

IB

2B

3B

4B

4A
1020 30 . 40 50 60

Scores

FIGURE 2·

MEAN SCORES FOR EACH YEAR OF HIGH SCHOOL
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IV. APPARENT VOCABULARY GROWTH

Scores. The differences in vocabulary scores at the

various high school levels as shown in Table III may be in-
,

f dicative of vocabulary growth. While the scores, except
'i

those of 4B and 4A, are those of different groups, still

there is reason for assuming that practically the same

scores would be earned by the same group if tested each year.

It is to be noted that the increase at Marywood is

fairly regular, except between 3B and 4B, and 4B and 4A.

This particular 4B group did not have the word study which

is ordinarily a part of the third year work. Consequently,
!
they were given special vocabulary study in fourth year,

with the result of an increase of 10.92 points in vocabulary

score.

The low point in the Providence group is between 2B

and 3B. No explanation for this has been found, though the

same conditi on at Lane might lead to a generalization about

sparsity in word learning at that level, except for the fact

that the increase at'Marywood seemed to point in the opposite

direction.

Lane offers a puzzling problem in the decrease in

vocabulary found between 2B and 3B. The fact that the 2B

score is based upon only thirty-five cases, while the 3B

is based on eighty-eight, seems to indicate that the 2B score
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=-==-=,===-======-= =---= =-=====-==----=--=

CompositeLane

TABJ..E III

DIFFERENCES IN VOCABULARY SCORES AT THE
VARIOUS HIGH SCHOOL LEVELS

,#decrease in score

Grades Marywood Providence
£.2!!!E~!L , _

lB and 2B 6.02 7.93 11.54 8.24

2B and 3B 7.14 3.46 2.28 3.59

~B and 4B 3.65 9.53 1.97# 7.41

4B and 4A 10.92 8.19 8.82 6.06

1B and 4A 27.73 29.11 20.67 25.30'

~: '...
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is abnormally high, rather than that the 3B is abnormally

low.

The Marshall scores are not included in Tables III

and IV, since 4A tests were not available, and since the

fewness of tests (14) in 3B did not seem to warrant generali-

zation. This omission renders it impossible to compare the

composite columns of these tables with the total vocabulary

as given in comparison with findings of other investigators.

Marshall scores were used in compiling the total, though

omitted here.

The difference found between lB and 4A is greatest at

rrovidence. Good vocabulary teaching would be an obvious

explanation. Marywood, while employing the same type of

teacher l and similar method, probably shows a smaller in

crease because the starting point was higher. Its students

bring a-richer word knowledge with them from their cultured

homes than do the others under investigation.

Words~ The scores discussed in the past few para

graphs have been converted into numbers of words in Table IV.

This shows roughly the apparent gain in word knowledge at the

various levels. According to Pressey,2 teachers of foreign

----------
1S:l.stersof Providence, Saint :naB.ry-of-the-Woods, Indiana.

2L• C. Pressey, "The Determination of the Technical
Vocabulary of the School Subjects," School and Soc~t::l, 22:91-
~6, JUly 19, 1924. .. - -
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978

2,281

35

2,018

1,650

6,929

Composite

TABLE IV

DIFFERENCES IN VOCABULARY.AT THE VARIOUS
HIGH SCHOOL LEVELS

Grades Marywood Providence Lanecompa!'ed ______

lB and 2B 1,640 2,159 3,043

2B and 3B 1,945 942 621

3B and 4B 994 2,595 -536

4B and 4A 2,974 2,230 2,401

lB and 4A 7,553 7,926 5,629

I



adult, and 13,500 that of a superior a.dult. This is a lower

figure than the returns of any of the studies given.

f'l The returns of Doran4 are given as normal school
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language consider the acquisition of eight hundred to one

thousand words in a new language a very sizable vocabulary

as the result of a year of study. In most of the cases

cited the gain has been greater than this.

V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER FI11J)INGS

The mean vocabularies of high school students have

been estimated by many investigators. These are comparable

with the results of the present study only vmen grade levels

have been used for classification. Such data are shown in

Table V. In spite of different techniques employed in word

testing, a marked similarity will be seen in the findings of

practically all of the studies except that of O'Rourke. His

tests were based on Thorndike's list of twenty thousand

words, and no vocabulary, therefore, could exceed twenty

thousand. The maximum vocabulary found in the present study

was 30,773. EVidently, the less extensive sampling is the

reason for the lower totals in O'Rourke's study.

Terman3 gives 11,700 as a vocabulary of an average

3L• :M. 'Terman, ~ ~asure!!!eni of !ntell.i:~n~
'(New York: Houghton, JlIliffl.in and Company, 1919), p. 225.

4E• W. Doran, "A Study of Vocabulary," ~agogic~l
Seminar~, 14:410, December, 1907.
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14,975

18,720

19,707

13,974

19,400

17,600

11,140

17,800

15,304

15,750

16,020

10,270

15,314

lB

TABLE V

MEAN VOCABULARIES OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
AS FOUND IN VARIOUS STUDIES

Author of study

===-====-= =======:::;:==;:==:=::::=~==::==::;::======- __,__...Ye..ar infuh schoo'''''''l;;:.-. _

Brandenburg 13,504

Doran 11,700 15,400

Kirkpatrick1 12,000 15,640

Symonds2 12,100 13,200

0'Rourke 3 8,610 9,522

present study4 12,353 13,988

1tota1s compiled from results of test of definitions of words
chosen at random from dictionary

2tota1s compiled from results of completion test

3tota1s compiled from results of multiple response test

4tota1s compiled from results of matching column test
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grades. Since he stated that the pupils from the first year

class scarcely ranked with first year high school students

generally, it seems fair to list his findings at high school

levels, especially as they have been so quoted.

The results of the various studies as given in Table

V show, then, a distinct similarity. Since these investiga

tions were given over a wide period of time lKirkpatrick's

first testing was reported in 1891), and since such varying

methods were employed, similar results must argue for the

validity and reliability of the test employed, as well as

for the accuracy of the findings of the present study.



,I average grades, courses pursued, bilingual background, and.

CHAPTER V

FACTORS RELATED TO VOCABULARY

The results given in Chapter IV seem to indicate

that general environment and formal instruction have some

influence on vocabulary. The present chapter will present

evidence to show the relation between vocabulary and such

specific factors as intelligence, scholarship as shown by

parental occupation.

I. INTELLIGENCE AND AVERAGE GRADES

The best-known defender of a significant relationship

between vocabulary and intelligence is Terman,l who goes so

far as to say that a vocabulary test might be substituted

for an intelligence test. He states further:

• • • Out of hundreds of English-speaking children,
we have not found one testing significantly above
age who had a significantly low vocabulary; and,
correspondingly, those who test much below age
never have a high vocabulary.2

1
L. M. Terman, "The Vocabulary Test as a Measure of

Intel1igence,1I Journal of 'Educational Psychology, 9:454;
- - - -----'=October, 1918.

. 2'· '. '
. , L. M. Terman, Th~ Measurement of Intellige~
~New;York:·Houghton,Mifflin and Company, 1916)", p. 230.
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reliability of the method.

20
30
25
65
60
50
45

Score~

125
120
120

90
90
85
80

to the fact that, in this study at least, high vocabulary

There were others less extreme, but just as surely pointing

The present study shows a number of examples of both ex-

tremes. For instance, of 713 students of second, third, and

fourth year high school taking the vocabulary test, the mean

score of which was 37.69, the following grades were earned:

score is not synonymous with high intelligence. In fact, the

highest score obtained by any of the 2,023 tested was earned

by a girl whose intelligence quotient was 107. Her vocabu-

lary score was ninety-five.

The I~'s used in the study were obtained by group

testing. It might be objected that such data are unreliable.

However, the close resemblance of the curve of distribution

of scores thus obtained as shown in Figure 3 vdth that

reached by Terman in individual testing is evidence of the

The data in Table VI show the findings of various

investigators of the relationship between vocabulary and in

·tel1igence,all of which show a higher correlation than that
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FIGURE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF I Q1 s OF 979 HIGH SCHOOL STUDFNTS /\S T)'G'T'PTtr'TNETJ BY

GROUP TBSTS

Number
of

cases

190
180
170
160
150
140
130
120
110
100

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
o
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TABLE VI

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN
INTELLIGENCE AND VOCABULARY AS FOUND IN VARIOUS STUDIES

=== ==---= = -==--== =
Investigator No. of Level Measure of r

cases intelligence
-- --

Terman 631 1st grade mental age .91
through h.s.

Terman 482 adults mental age .81

Richardson .87 - .02+
Leavell and 7th and 8th .69

Hollister grade

Peele 9th grade .65

Dickinson 149 9th grade raw scores .63 i= .03

Garrison and 22 h.s.seniors raw scores .62 .,. .04
Bivens

Abell 52 college raw scores .588

present study 702 high school I~ .455

~-=--==- • ."...,=-=::a:=m:::riiSJW:e:s»w=a:: I --
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obtained in the present study. One possible explanation is

that partial correlation has not been employed in any of the

previous studies quoted. The use of this technique would

lower the coefficient, since it lessens the influence of

other causes contributory to word knowledge.

The use of the I~ in the present study as contrasted

with the use of mental test scores or mental age in the

other investigations is a second possible explanation of the

: lower coefficient of correlation. Mental age could not well
I
I have been used in the present study without interfering with
,I

1 the classification by grades used thrOUghout. In Terman 1 s3
:1

.~ investigation, scores are classed by chronological age, and

.~ so his use of mental age is consistent. In comparing I~ and
:,f

vocabulary without correlating them, Terman found that the

group of highest I~ fall slightly below the middle group

after the age of twelve. If this be true in all cases, it

would account for a lowering of coefficient of correlation

in the present study, since the large majority of the stu-

dents were above the twelve year level.

Of course, Terman's use of but 63lcases from first

grade throughout high school gives but a limited sampling at

each menta.l age level. Then, too, the mental ages have been



. . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
It is to be feared that many cases have been rated

as dUll, borderline, and defective, and consistently
treated as such in school, and by social agencies,
where the controlling factor in the mental age score
was vocabulary.4
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•. • • a recogni tion and a recall vocabulary test
gives scores which correlate so highly that for almost
all purposes the test may be used which on the basis
of other considerations is most desirable. As far as
the type of vocabulary material is concerned, the
happy guessers on the recognition test are also the
happy recallers on the completion typeoftest.5

• • • the high correlation which Dr. Terman dis
covered merely indicates the close interdependence
between vocabulary and mental age, in other words,
the vital importance played by vocabulary in a mental
age rating on the Stanford revision.

in its testing. Does not this overlapping account for some

Furthermore, Terman's vocabulary test is concerned

part of the high correlation reached in his study? As Jones

derived from the Simon-Binet test which included vocabulary

puts it:

with recall vocabulary, while the one used in the present

two, Stalnaker writes as follows:

study tests recognition. Though some investigators would

have us beli.eve that there is much difference between the

4 A. M. Jones, "A Vocabulary Study of Children in a
Foreign Industrial Community," Psychol.Q.S.!~ Clinic, 17:19
21, . March, 1928.

. 5 .T.M. Stalnaker, llRecogni tion and Re~all in a Vo-
e~b'U.l~yT~st, II Peda80£~ §eminar;[ ~e.. Journal .Q.! llimetic
·~;[cholo€;;[, 46 :464, June, 1935.
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And, of course, the scoring can be done more objectively

with the recognition type of test.

There are insufficient data on the other studies

listed to judge of the value of the findings. The number of

cases in the Dickinson investigation6 is considerably small-

er than in the present study. This fact, together with the

above-mentioned failure to use partial correlation, may

account, at least in part, for higher correlation. Abell's

coefficient was obtained by correlating the grades obtained

on the vocabulary test used in this study with percentile

ranks of raw scores of an intelligence test.

Complete results of the partial correlation of intel

ligence and school grades with vocabulary in the present

study are given in Table VII. The scores of students of

second, third, and fourth year high school were used because

of the availability of the required data.

The difference between the coefficients of correlation

of vocabulary and intelligence for .Marywood and Providence

may be explained by the greater cultural advantages enjoyed

by the pupils of the first-named school. Terman says:

--------
6 Charles E. Dickinson, "A Study of the Relation of

Reading Ability to Scholastic Achievement," School Review,
33:616-26, October, 1925. --
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P.E.

.0614

.0253

.0567

.029

.057

.027

r

--,---
.304

.445

.271

.398

.434

.312

101

713

713

101

713

101

Number of
cases

Factors

Vocabulary and
grades

Vocabulary and
intelligence

Vocabulary and
intelligence

Vocabulary and
grades

Intelligence and
grades

Intelligence and
grades

TABLE VII

PARTIAL CORRELATION OF INTELLIGENCE AND
SCHOOL GRADES WITH VOCABULARY AT TWO HIGH SCHOOLS

._-------,-"-------

School

Marywood

Marywood

Marywood

Providence

Providence

Providence
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Occasionally, however, a subject tests somewhat
higher or lower in vocabulary than the mental age
would lead us to expect. This is often the case
with dull children in cultured homes and with very
intelligent children whose home environment has not
stimulated language development. 7

The findings of this study seem to indicate that such envi-

ronmental influence is felt generally, rather than occa-

sionally.

The lower correlation between vocabulary and average

school grades and between intelligence and grades as found

at Providence was the reason for including Marywood in this

part of the study. The original calculation showed a fairly

normal curve for vocabulary and for I~ at Providence, but a

decidedly skewed one for grades. Investigation showed the

grading system to be the probable cause of this discrepancy.

The first year high school students at Providence are grouped

homogeneously as to IQ, and graded as to ability within the

group. This results in an abnormal curve when such non-

comparable grades are plotted.

For purposes of checking, then, coefficients of cor

relation were figured' for Marywood, where the ordinary system

of grading all students on the same scale is followed. The

difference between the coefficients for the two Bchools,

7 '. ,
Terman, ~ £11., p. 230.
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while not large, is greater than one tenth in each case, and

is possibly of some slight significance.

Neher8 has a study correlating average school grades

with vocabulary in which seventy-four cases give a coeffi-

cient of correlation of .54 by the Pearson method. His con-

elusion is that school standing and vocabulary are closely

connected. The relatively small number of Cases involved

hardly justifies such a generalization. Lester,9 in two

successive studies, found coefficients of correlation of

.513 and .312, respectively. The mean of these findings is

comparable to that found by Neher. LudlowlO found a corre

lation of .323 between achievement and vocabUlary. It would

seem that the data collected to the present time do not

permit of broad generalizations as to close relationship

between school standing and vocabulary.

8 H. L. Neher, "Measuring Vocabulary of High School
Students,1I Sc!1.Q..Q1 2:D~ §.Q£lli~, 8:.355-59, September, 1918.

9 J. A. Lester, IlSpelling Ability and Meaning Vocabu
lary·as Indications of Other Abilities," Journal of Educa
tional !:.sycholpg~, 16:175-81, March, 1925:--- - --

10. William G. LUdlow, "The Correlation of Certain
Standardized Test Scores and Semester .lVIa.rks of High School
Pupils,1l (unpublished Master's thesis, university of
Chicago, 1929).
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II. COURSES PURSUED

The tests of the upperclassmen of all schools in-

eluded in the study were sorted as to courses pursued. rhe

results of this classification and the mean vocabulary for

each group are given in Table VIII.

The placing of Latin students first is in agreement

with the high correlations found between Latin and vocabu-
11 12 131ary by Carr, Symonds and Penney, and Perkins. TIle

studies of Sage14 and of Lester15 were not indicative of

such an influence of Latin on vocabulary.

The placing of the students of other foreign languages

second and fourth seems reasonable, since English word

knowledge must needs be amplified by contact with the know-

ledge of words of other lands.

11 W. L. Carr, "English Vocabulary of High School
Freshmen,ll Q1assicallournal, 15:20-29, October, 1919.

12 P • M. Symonds and E. M. Penney, liThe Increasing of
English Vocabulary in the English Class,ll Journal of Educa-
tional ~Erch, 15:93-103, February 1927. . - --

13 A. S. Perkins, ItMeasurement of the Effect of Latin
on the English Vocabulary of High School Students in Commer
cial Courses," Educatio~l ~~, 52:501.-6, December, 1916.

14 E. T. Sage, ."Re~ul ts of Word-Analysis Test,"
~si£21 12~rnal, 17:218-24, January, 1922.

15 Lester, ~~ £i!:.
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n

If

II

tl

II

"

II

Vocabulary

18,370

17,438

15,788

19,325

20,129 words

17,256

18,119

17,860

52.23

48.17

55.55

49.13

39.61

47.22

45.67

45.00

Score

. '.

45

61

341

183

122

101

115

158

1126

Number of
cases

Course

Total

More than 2 years
of Latin

2 or more years
of shop

2 or· more years
of science

More than 1
foreign language

More than 2 years
mathematics

2 or more years of
business training

2 or more yrs. of
1 foreign language

More than 2 years
of history

------------------------

Mean score for fourth year, calculated from data of this
table-- 45.88

4

7

Mean vocabulary for fourth year, calculated from data of
this table-- '17,495

TABLE VIII

MEAN VOCABULARIES OF FOURTH YEAR STUDENTS
ACCORDING TO COURSES PURSUED

5

6

8

Rank

=-="=====1' _-==..-.-=.=-='====-=-=::::::;=-=-=-' =========-
<.~.'.,,:

,
;!

'] 1
,1
'J

I'
:;'l:

2
i
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Mediocre high school students do not usually elect

more than two years of mathematics. For this reason, we

probably have a superior group giving third place to mathe

matics students.

Lester16 found a high correlation between history and

vocabulary. Such results are not forthcoming in the present

study, possibly because in recent years history has become

less and less a subject to be studied deeply by the superior

student and more and more an elective chosen by those who

are eager to get through high school on the easiest course

possible. Such students fail to avail themselves of the

vocabulary growth possible in an earnest and thorough appli-

cation to social studies.

The low place given to science on this list may be due

to the specific nature of the terminology thereof. A general

vocabulary test would not reach the many technical 'and scien-

tific terms resulting from the study of science.

Some years ago Brandenburgl ? found a low correlation

between manual traini~g and vocabulary. The rank of students

in shop in this list seems to verify his conclusions.

16 Lester, £~ ei~, p. 181.

I? G. C. Brandenburg, "Psychological Aspects of ~an
guage, II ~~ 2!EducatiQ.~!:§.ycho~, 9 :312-32, June,
1918.
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Commercial students might be expected to rank higher

than this table indicates, since their study of shorthand

introduces them to many new words. However, the mastery of

lists of isolated words does not appear to be an adequate

method of producing vocabulary growth. ~~is fact, together

with the technicality of terms employed, may account in part

for the position of business training on the list. Another

potent factor °may be the happily dying custom of relegating

all students of low mentality to the commerce department.

English, composition, and reading have not been con-

sidered in this classification, since there was no way of

isolating their effect. Studies by Brandenburg,18 £ester,19

and Hanna20 show all three subjects to have a high degree of

correlation with vocabulary.

III. BILINGUALISM

Two thousand seven cases were tabulated as to

language spoken in the home. The results of this classifi-

cation,o as well as th,e mean scores of each of the groups, are

given in Table IX. There is a distinct superiority in the

.0180 0 ....
. ' Brandenburg, .Q1L!. ci1.:.

19 .
Lester, 2E.:. cit.:.

20
0. M. Hanna, "Reading .Maketh a Full .Man," Engl;;'sh

~2urn~1 (College edition), 25:140, February, 1936.
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34.46

16.03

.634

640

37.62

16.06

.436

1,367

-----------------------------

Uni1 ingua1 .B ilingua1
------------------ ---

TABLE IX

COMPARISON OF VOCABULARIES OF STUDENTS OF UNILINGUAL
AND BILINGUAL BACKGROUNDS

Number of cases

Standard deviation

Standard error

Ivlean score

Chances in 100 of
true difference 100

D/s.E. 4.105

Real difference in
favor of uni1ingua1 3.157

S.E. of difference .769
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vocabulary of the unilingual group. This finding agrees with

that of other investigators.

Verheyen21 found, in studying a group of 217, that the

less bilingual were superior on a vocabulary test. Terman22

recognizes the fact when he admits that with children whose

home language is not English, the vocabulary test is unreli

able for mental testing. Fritz and Rankin23 observe, however,

that foreign pupils come from poorer homes, and may achieve

less partly because of this handicap.

Jones
24

administered oral individual vocabulary tests

to 562 children, 90 per cent of whom were of foreign parent

age. The school included an American group living under

similar sooial and economic conditions. She concluded that

bilingualism, and not other environmental factors, was the

cause of the low vocabulary level of the foreign groups.

Her conclusions are summarized as follows:.
-----------

21 Verheyen, tiLe Bilinguisme et· 1 tEducation," (Gen~ve:
Bureau International dtEducation, 1928), pp. 137-45.

L. M. Terman, The Measu~~! Qf l!!!ill!ti~ncel.

R. A. Fritz and N. R. Rankin, liThe English Vocabu
lary of Junio:rHigh-School Pllpilsfrom Foreign Speaking Homes
anq.Remedial Suggestions," 12urnal .Qf. Eduoati2u.al Research,
27:418, February, 1934. . . . . .
'j,' .. ,.

24 A. M. Jones, .Q.;E;!, .2.i:h, p. 13.
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The test shows:
1. Very wide range and extremely low medians at

eaoh age and grade level. Medians in some cases
scarcely more than half the expected score.

2. Only 14.6 per cent of the school population
attain the expected score for their age or better.
Of the mixed foreign groups lexcept American and
Jewish cases) only 8.5 per cent reach the expected
norm or better. Of the inoluded small American
group, living under identical economic and similar
social conditions, 53.5 per cent attain the expected
norms for their age.

3. :B'orty per cent Serbian, 32 per cent Italian,
and 24 per cent Slavish children tested attain only
half the expected score or less. Of the entire
group, 27 per cent fail to reach a score of more
than the expected score for their age.

4. Forty-two per cent of the entire sohool have
a vooabulary score of less than eight years. No
child in the group is less than eight years old,
and only 17 per cent are under nine years of age. 25

Ladd26 and Colvin and Allen27 both report that the

effect of a foreign baokground depends upon nationality, as

they found the Jewish children apparently unhandioapped and

the Italian ohildren handicapped by bilingualism. No at-

tempt was made in the present study to isolate the various

language groups, since the twenty-two tongues represented

could not eaoh have an adequate sampling with the data

available.

25 A. M. Jones, ~ Q1!~, pp. 20-21.

26 M. R. Ladd, !h~ ~ation of 2221&1, Eo 0lli?1!ic , ~
P~rsonality Chara~ristios~~ Re~ding ~bilitx lTeaohers
~ollege.Cont~ibutions to Eduoation, No. 582. New York:
Teaohers College, Columbia. University, 1933), p. 30.
..... . 27 S• S. Colvin and R. D. Allen, IIMental Tests and
:t1nguistio Ability,1I l£urnal.Qf Educational .t:s~.Q4ql.2gx, 14:5,
January, 19~3.
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IV. PARENTAL OCCUPATION

The tests of 1,705 students were tabulated as to

occupation of parents. The classification used was a modi-

fication of that used in the united States Census and is

Iloccupational rather than industrial. 1l28 One change intro-

duced was the dividing of the manufacturing group so as to

show differences between proprietors and executives, skilled

workers, semi-skilled workers, and unskilled workers. In

I trade, too, the group including proprietors, managers and

~ officials was kept separate. These changes seemed neoessary

if environmental differences were to be isolated.

The average scores for the children of the various

occupational groups are listed in Table X. The ranking fol

lows rather closely that obtained by Q'Connor29 in a study

of the workers themselves. He found that the major execu

tives score higher in the vocabulary test than any other

group.

It might have been expected that the vocabularies of

professional men would be larger than those of executives.

-------------,-----
. 28Ab~tr~~t· of.,' the 'Fifteenth Census of the united

st~.!. united":"states GOVernment""PriiitIiigOffice; washIngton,
n •. c.,,1933, p. 303. .

29 hn .
Jo son 0 'Connor, "Vocabulary and Success, II

.Mf!!!!i!£ Monthl;l, 153:160-66, February, 1934.
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II

Il

II

II

II

II

II

It

II

II

Vocabulary

17,774 words

16,313

17,256

17,059

16,286

14,969

14,440

14,347

14,040

13,966

13,742

46.90

45.00

44.28

41.44

36.60

34.66

34.42

33.19

32.92

32.10

._----_._--------
61

161

104

32

112

123

200

376

282

157

97

Number Score
of cases

Occupation of
parent

proprietors, managers,
officials ltrade)

2 professional men

1

TABLE X

:MEAN VOCABULARIES OF 1,705 STUDENTS
ACCORDING TO PARENTAL OCCUPATION

3 proprietors,
executives
{manufacturing)

4 skilled workers
(manufacturing)

5 clerical workers

7 transportation

6 public service

8 trade

9 semi-skilled workers
(manufacturing)

-------------

Rank

10 unskilled workers

11 domestic and personal
servioe

==..=== .-===-::.....-_,===-=- :=======-=-==-===-=:::._=-=
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However, professional vocabularies tend to be more or less

specialized. 1~e executive needs ab"ove all else general

ability, general knowledge, general vocabulary. He must

meet all classes and conditions of men on their own level.

Consequently, successful business managers head the list.

The last-named groups are not surprising in their

placement. Those engaged in domestic and personal service

and in unskilled labor are often hampered by bilingualism,

lack of educational advantages, and of beneficent social

heritage.

The findings as given in Table X must not be taken to

indicate that vocabulary is irrevocably fixed by parental

occupation. Such glaring contrasts as are shown by two

children whose parents have the same occupation are inter

esting evidence to the contrary. A sampling of such cases

is given in Table XI. Such individual differences appear as

that of two children of salesmen making scores of three and

eighty-seven, respectively. Of course, these data cannot be

taken too seriously, since no indication is given as to the

school grade. However, both of the scores given above are

sufficiently distant from the mean, 37.69, to be classed as

extreme cases.

In spite of these exceptions, the findings in this

"study, as well as their general agreement with those of
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69

78

71

77

62

56

73

89

75

87

79

85

69

7

3

8

3

8

21

30

28

20

27

17

13

16

Contrasting Scores

teacher

Occupation

banker

chemist

electrician

lawyer

musician

street car conductor

tailor

mail clerk

salesman

laborer

waiter

janitor

II

Group

II

II

II

officials (trade)

\I

professional

skilled workers

transportation

clerical workers

trade

semi-skilled workers

domestic and
personal service

unskilled workers

Rank

TABLE XI

CONTRASTING VOCABULARY SCORES OF CHILDREN
OF SAME PARENTAL OCCUPATION

-----------

11

1

2

2

2

2

4

5

7

8

9

10

11
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O'Connor and of CUff,30 indicate that social heredity has

much to do with vocabulary.

------
30

N. B. Cuff, "Social Status and Vocabulary, If

~~dagogica! Semina~, 46:226-29, March, 1935.

60



locality and type of students enrolled.

The two public high schools tested were the John

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

I. SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE

I I. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

words chosen at random from Webst!!~ Secondarz School Dic

tionar:l:. It was prefaced by a questionnaire asking the in

formation required for the study. The test was administered

A matching columns test was formulated of one hundred

to 2,023 students at four high schools which differed as to

in a residential suburb, and Providence High School, a

central Catholic high school for girls in the same locality

as Marshall.

Marshall High School, a general coeducational high school,

-and the Lane Technical High School, a boys' industrial-arts

high school. The two private schools tested were the Mary

wood School, a small private high school for girls situated

Marywood, Providence, Lane, Marshall. The mean scores for

'.

~ voc~~~lar:l:. The mean vocabulary score for the

entire group tested was 37.69. The mean scores for each of

t the schools tested showed the schools ranked as follows:
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the entire group at each grade level were: LB" 27.07;

2B, 32.78; 3.8, 39.75; 4B, 47.32; 4A, 53.65. These find

ings, when translated into numbers of words, agree with

those of other investigators of the average vocabularies of

high school students.

Voca12,ul;ary, W~~lli2~, ~ ~verag~ grad~. Seven

hundred thirteen scores were correlated with IQ's to give a

coefficient of .455. This is a lower figure than those ob

tained by other investigators of the relationship between

intelligence and vocabulary.

The scores of both Providence and Marywood were cor

related with average school grades, and the three measures,

-- IQ, average grades, and vocabulary, were used to find

partial correlations. The coefficient of IQ and vocabulary

for PrOVidence was higher than that of Marywood. The other

two coefficients, -- vocabulary and grades, and IQ and

grades,-- were lower for Providence than for Marywood.

These figures were compared with those found by other inves

tigators. No general. agreement was noted.

Courses ~~g. The tests of the fourth year stu

dents were tabulated as to courses pursued. The reSUlting

me.anvocabularies were ranked in eight classes. The largest

v9cabulariea were found among the students of Latin, and the
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lowest among commerce students.

Bilinggali~ The tests were studied to ascertain

the effects of a foreign language spoken in the home. They

were divided into a bilingual and a unilingual group, and

mean scores figured. The unilingual group was found to be

superior in word knowledge. Other studies show the same

results.

Parental ££~patio~ In a tabulation of the tests

according to parental occupation, mean scores, When compared,

ranked executives and professional men first and second on

the list, and unskilled laborers and domestic and personal

service workers next to last and last, respectively.

III. CONCLUSIONS

~-!2cabulary. The test used in the present study

is a reliable means of ascertaining the size of vocabulary,

since the results check fairly well with those of four other

studies in which different types of tests were used. This

similarity of results seems to argue, too, for the represen

tativeness of,thegroup studied.

The students at both of the private schools studied

have larger vocabularies at entrance than those at the public

sehbols. This might be taken as proof that the higher means
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attained at each grade level were attributable to superior

environment. However, apparent vocabulary growth is greater

at the private schools studied. This may be indicative of

either a more select group or superior instruction, or both.

~ The higher scores at Maryvrood, where the students had

~ greater cUltural advantages, leads to the conclusion that
;1

~ general environment has an effect on vocabulary.

Vocabularl, intellifll!~, and sch.2.2l g:;:~~. The

findings point toward less dependence of vocabulary on in-

telligence than is held by other investigators. There seems

to be still less correlation between vocabulary and school

grades. None of the investigators found significantly high

correlation, though several found a higher correlation than

this study shows. There is, then, little justification for

generalizing upon the relationship between vocabulary and

average school grades from the data on hand.

Course~ ]~~. While the courses pursued are not

to be thought of as the only factors, or even as the prime

factors influencing vocabulary, still the grouping of the

language majors at the top of the list and the students tak

ing vocationa.l sUbjects at the bottom must be interpreted as

indicating that the study of foreign languages is helpfUl in

. further mastery of the mother tongue by extensive word know
ledge.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

learning.

most high school students, a detrimental factor in word

Students who come from homes where a foreign language

Bilin~alism. Yfuile conscious study of other tongues

seems helpful in attaining a large English vocabulary, the

use of a foreign language in the home is, in the case of

Parental .Q.£cupation. The occupation of the parents

of a child is one of the environmental factors which, in

1£ teachers. Vocabulary bUilding is a study which is

essential to each subject taught, from kindergarten through

many cases, influences vocabulary.

the university. Two aspects of vocabulary building must be

considered: namely, the instructor's conscious study of the

word-content of the texts employed and of his own word usage,

and the instructor's conScious endeavor to teach words, as

well as the ideas which they symbolize.

Since environment is a potent factor in vocabulary,

one of the teacher's' tasks must be to provide in the school

is spoken should be given special exercises to enable them to

overcome this impediment to large vocabulary.

and other means as wtll compensate for poor home conditions.

room, as far as possible, such experiences through reading
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There are many means available in the form of word

games, attractive dictionaries, cross word puzzles, and

other devices for vital vocabulary instruction. The need

of the hour seems to be word-conscious instructors who real-

ize the power and inspiration of a well chosen word in a

fitting setting.

To ~~.£h-:!.Qrker~. Many unanswered questions lie

before the student who enters the field of vocabulary re-

search. A few which would form a fitting corollary to the

present study are here given. What is the influence of

nationality on vocabulary? Of race? How do the vocabularies

of the children in large families compare with those in small

families? What is the effect of younger and of older

siblings on vocabulary? ,What is the actual yearly increase

of vocabulary in high school? How does the study of a

specific foreign language affect vocabulary?

Other interesting questions concern the type of words

missed on a vocabulary test given to a specific group, and a

tracing of the reasons therefor. Additional research in the

relationship between vocabulary and intelligence, with the

mental age figured from a test in which vocabulary is not a

factor, should prove valuable. Experimental studies of means

of improving vooabulary shoUld prove practical aids to all



who are interested in aiding young people to grow in word

knowledge.

In fact, vocabulary research in the forms suggested

above, or in any number of other forms, gives promise of a

fertile and almost virgin field of educationally vital

material.
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...........,Geometry

............Trigonometry

.............Advanced Algebra

DO NOT FILL iN THESE BLANKS

Score.; , , : Vocabulary , , , .

....: Early European History Algebra............English

...........,French American, History
. .

............Latin Modern History

............Typing Civics

............ - .

: :..Shorthand World History

VOCABULARY TEST

Nationality of ~other Occupation of mother , .

Name,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , , ,, , , ", " " ,............... ,Date" ..

Language other than English spoken at home ..

Place the number of years you have studied each of the following subjects in high school
in the blanks provided. List other subjects you have taken in blanks provided. Put an
X before your favorite subject, if you have a preference:

Age, , , ,..: " ,..,,:...... Year in High School , ~ , , ", "..; ", .

Number of Brothers-Older :, ".. younger , , "" , , .

. .
Nationality of father, , ", , Occupation of father .

Number of Sisters-Older , , , younger , " , .

~ Botany

............Biology

............PhysiCs

............Physiology

...."......Ho,me Economics......:...:..Bookke.eping.....".....Economics

............Chemistry

............ . .

............ .....................:..~......•. ~ . _............................. . .

I

t,

-
:~



This test is to discover the extent of your vocabulary.. The easier words have been'
omitted, so that at the start you are credited with knowing five thousand words. This
means that many of the words included here will be fairly difficult, and that a perfect

score is hardly possible.

In each of the five groups included in the test, you are to match the definitions
with the words on the left of the sheet by placing word-numbers before their appropriate
definitions.. Note that there are twenty-three definitions and but twenty words in each
group. You should, then, have three unnumbered, definitions in each unit.

1~Jr~
1 ~\hl

:' cJr~
,. I

4,[,r,'.
\ (l"':

~'li,f'
:. (Q~"

~\\i':

~, c',: ,':

\0 i'f
11 H:
11:::'

~ I~, IC:,'

HI':
\\ ;.

Ie. r
I' l
I"
'.'I II

I
! :,1\

L

............bring before a court for trial; accuse; call in question

............a fabled serpent with a head on each end

............showy, tawdry; too bright and gay to be in good taste

............small vessel for liquids; basin for holy water

............small drum

............sheath or case for blade of sword

............a kind of coarse grass grown for hay

............lewd; obscene

............act of turning or whirling; rotation; revolution

............twice-used to direct repetition

............given freely; generous; plentiful

............art needlework

............repetition of first letter or sound in a group of words

............a circular hollow in the side of a hill or mountain

............acclamation; encomium

.··· one who goes about distributing 1" tre IglOuS racts or books

............wedge-shaped piece to act as t h ksuppor , c ec , etc.

............five, especially in cards or dice

............a crystalline mineral, white or red in color

............quality of being mild, merciful, gentle

............soothing, calming; medicine th t I . .. . a essens pam or eXCItement
:. : _: r oncklng· a hole made b . k' ..:.". ;: : .:.\ f f': ::: : ' y pm mg or piercing; to prick

•• '•..~.....~r.~~e1? !Jr argument against something

.. ~ /\ j':"i ? (:: t.:!

20. corrie

1. timothy

2. bounteous

3. tabor

4. gaudy

5. scabbard

6. arraign

7. broidery

8. alliteration

9. puncture

10. lenience

11. sedative

19. colporteur

16. feldspar

17. cinque

18. cleat

12. bawdy

13. stoup

14. amphisbaena

15. bis



1. bang
2. twitter
3. carbohydrate
4. turban
5. consummated
6. lichen
7. conditional
8. Wyoming
9. mercantile

10. dispassionate
11. Hongkong
12. roguish
13. intrenchment
14. parlous
15. dysprosium
16. Tobolsk
17. Labrador
18. exculpate
19. Marlborough
20. Numantia

1. jay
2. caress
3. dispatch
4. epidote ,
5. progenitor
6. virginity
7. phalanx
8. ratification
9. unlikely

10. evolve
11. deficit
12. fissile
13. resume
14. miscalculation
15. guffaw
16. martlet
17., nargile
18. ordinate
19. nescience
20. gaby

76

II.
............ancient Italian goddess worshiped as a diety of the wood
............an element of the rare earth group
............to .beat with a resounding blow; a thump, whack; sudden loud

nOIse
............ancient city of Spain
............English general and duke
............town of Soviet Russia
............sound made by birds; to make such a sound; excited condition
............to clear from alleged guilt; free from blame
............a defense consisting of a ditch and a rampart of earth or stone
............peninsuIa of British North America
............perilous, extremely; very clever or shrewd
............dishonest, rascally; playfully mischievous
............any of a class of minute one-celled animals
.....;......state of the United States
............dry-looking flowerless plant composed of algae and fungi
............carried to the utmost; complete; perfect
............depending on something else; expressing a supposition
............substance, like starch and sugar, composed of oxygen, carbon,

and hydrogen
............any of several Old World thrushes
............scarf wound round the head; headdress like this; small hat

with little or no brim
............commercial; of merchants or trade
............calm, cool; temperate, moderate; sober, grave
............city at the entrance of the Canton River in China

III.
............to send off; to put to death; to dispose of speedily; a written

message .,
............faulty estimate; erroneous computation or reckomng
........;...loud burst of laughter
............a structure for repose or sleep
............unfold; to develop gradually; to emit
............a simpleton d . 'f
............well-ordered; one of two magnitudes t.hat etermmes POSI Ion

with reference to certain fixed points, lines, or planes
............oriental apparatus for tobacco smoking
............common English sparrow . '
............enfeebled in, or destitute of, the power of sensatIOn
............forefather; ancestor
............maidenhood

confirmation' approval I............ ,, . f f d' ranks and files c ose
..........:.body of hea\ry-armed lfidanbtrY

d
orre mns animals or things

and deep; closely masse 0 Y 0 perso " ,

..····......~~:em;?not knowing; quality of being unknown
::::::::::::not probable; not apt to succeed

ble of being split; cleavable . I............capa . . I f a greenish-yellow co or •
............a complex Silicate,. commonyo, ,,'•. :' .•• ~. : :

thin' tenuouS' delICate •.' 'f': ,:'1- h '{"Ore':' '. : ~.. ,.........;.. , . ' . d . h blue :ffa~i:r~;:llJl~d 4ft,eJ..... c a.~... .. .
............an Amer1C~n btr Wit. • h·,eehdeiness·~:to·tou·ch O!..st.£9.kc:. ;':'.:
............an embracmg; a touchmg Wit ..,: : ::." :,. :;. :". :

tenderly •• ,.. ;': :Y: .: ... : :.,: :.: : '., .
............a faIling short, especially;o~ '.~~<f'.e: :..... • (OVER)



IV.
............English traveler and writer on heredity
..:.:..,....worn; .stale ; commonplace . " .
............plant body no~ divided i~to s!em, root, and leaves
............one of an anCient TeutOniC tnbe of Holland, .
............container for liquids with handle, spout, and cover; large bottle
............city of France .
.......;....an inhabitant of Scotland
..........;.bird such as nightjar and whippoorwill, .
............a heavy-armed infantry soldier among the ancient Greeks
............a monster represented as vomiting flames; wild, idle fancy
............disturb; make self-conscious; hinder;. burden with debt
........,...moon in its first _and last quarter; shaped like the new moon;

.increasina·' . '. . .

............a small ~achine for producing electric current

............a man's :close-fitting ·garment worn in the middle ages

............Greek· island

............buxom, comely; good.natured

............a figure ,or solid formed by six faces

............an obsolete portable firearm
............having no equal; matchless .
.....,.....~the west wind; any soft, gentle wind; a fine soft yarn
............holder or container used for ornament or for holding flowers
............English engineer and inventor

. . :..one of the three graces

V.
............a small dark-red fruit that grows in marshes
............1 southern constellation
............a state in Brazil
............washing; cleansing
............a small hole, as the finger hole of a flute
............a French actress
............anadherent to a family that claims the throne of. France
............a seed like a nut used for food; the plant it grows On
............trouble, bother; cause of difficulty; to cause trouble
............member of the most prominent of the Moro tribes; their lan-

guage .
.....: to oppose or' contradict by argument, plea or countervailing

proof; refute . . . .
............characteristic fruit of the apple family
......~.....one of the sect of ancient Jews which denied the resurrection
............any of several rosaceous shrubs, some of which are cultivated
............a king and lawgiver in Crete
..: a diplomatic. agent hav!ng full power or authority; absolute
............thorough-gOlng; notonously bad
............spending or giving freely; very abundant
............nu~be.r obtai?ed by dividing one mimber by another
............a dlstnct, regIOn; one of the countries into which Great Britain

is divided
.". :.: .;.:.....y.to. yr,llste.little by little; small cake of batter fried in fat

:.".;: :: /~~.~··p·~tf ~?l! !l~ Zeus, who slew the Gorgon Medusa
............a tll:t; 'eXcise

1. embarrass
. 2, vase -

3. crescent
4. Galton
5. peerless
6. zephy~

,~7.·doublet
8. magneto
9: :flagon

10. chimera
11. trite
12. Dijon
13. Bessemer
14. goatsucker
15. harqnebus
16. hoplite
17. hexahedron
18. sonsy
19. thallus
20. Cephalonia

1. .inconvenience
2. arrant
3. peanut
4. profuse
5. quotient
6. cranberry
7. shire
8. Sergipe
9. ablution

10. fritter
11. plenipotentiary
12. Minos
13. rebut
14. spiraea
15. Sulu
16. Rachel
17. ventage
18. pome
19. Orleanist
20. Sadducee

.... " " .... .. " "::'''.' ..
': ,': .::' .. "~<.: :~.,,:.

. " ,,,
"" :: ...::... "" "-'"

." "., ,,"" ....
., :: ,." .. '~. ",." .': '::',~',:; ~ , .,;;
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